



























In this note we study the initial value problem in a critical space for the one dimensional Schrödinger equation with a
cubic non-linearity and under some smallness conditions. In particular the initial data is given by a sequence of Dirac deltas
with different amplitudes but equispaced. This choice is motivated by a related geometrical problem; the one describing the
flow of curves in three dimensions moving in the direction of the binormal with a velocity that is given by the curvature.
1 Introduction
Since the work of Da Rios [7], it is known the connection between the evolution of a vortex filament in an incompressible inviscid
fluid in three dimensions and the so called Binormal Curvature Flow (BF). The equation for this flow reads
∂tχ(t, s) = ∂sχ(t, s) ∧ ∂2ssχ(t, s) (1)
where χ : R × R −→ R3 is a time dependent curve parametrized by the arclength s. Note that the tangencial vector to the
curve T (t, s) = ∂sχ(t, s) satisfies the so called Schrödinger map equation onto S
2:
∂tT = T ∧ ∂2ssT.





(|u|2 −m(t))u = 0,
for some m(t) ∈ R. The freedom of choice of m(t) comes form the gauge invariance of the underlying geometric problem, and
plays a crucial role when the initial datum of (1) is singular. A specific kind of singularity that has recently received attention
is the one given by the presence of corners. In particular, in [1] and [2] the case of one corner and the stability of the solution
is considered, and in [3] the more general situation of polygonal lines is studied. More concretely, in the latter work filaments
made of, possibly infinity, segments of the same length 2π are analyzed1. The corresponding initial datum for (1) translates to
a, possibly infinite, sum of deltas of Dirac on 2πZ as initial datum for the non-linear Schrödinger equation. The good choice of
























αkδk(.), δk(x) = δ(x − k). (4)
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1The works [13] and [8], give numerical evidence of the interest of considering polygonal lines as initial datum for the vortex filament equation
(VFE).
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In [14], the IVP analogous to (3) but for subcritical nonlinearities, u|u|p−1, p < 3, is studied, and well-posedness is proved












to obtain that u can be written for t > 0 in terms of a new function v where u = T(v). Here T is the so-called






















so that the factor 1tp−1 is locally integrable around t = 0 if and only if p < 3. In this case m(t) can be chosen identically zero
while for p = 3 a modification is needed, (cf. [3]). In this particular situation the equation for v turns out to be
ivt + vxx +
1
2t
(|v|2 −M)v = 0, (6)
with M as in (2).
Notice that in the definition of T there is an inversion of the time variable and therefore the IVP for u becomes a scattering
problem for v. Also observe that the solutions of (6) formally preserve the L2 norm
∫
|v|2 dx. (7)




























(|v|2 − |α|2)2 dx.















where we have used the notation
NRk = {(j1, j2, j3) ∈ Z3 such that k = j1 − j2 − j3 and k2 − j21 + j22 − j23 6= 0}.





8π log tÃk(t). (10)
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with the initial condition
Ãk(0) = αk. (12)








with lp,0 = lp, then it is proved in [3] that the system (11)-(12) is local-in-time well-posed for {αk} ∈ l2,s with s > 1/2 and for
{αk} ∈ l1. Observe that due to (10) if the IVP (11)-(12) is well posed then the ones associated to (9) and to (3) is ill posed, cf.
Theorem 1.4 in [3].
In this work we would like to consider initial data in lp for p ∈ (1,∞). We will perform a fixed point argument based on
considering the regularity of the coefficients Ak(t). Due to the fact that we are working directly with solutions to the system
(11) it will be enough for our purposes to use the classical Sobolev spaces instead of the usual ones in this setting introduced
by J. Bourgain in [4].
The results of this paper regarding the IVP (11)-(12) can be resumed as follows. 2
• For p ∈ (1,+∞),
– (i) Large time well-posedness for small initial datum. More precisely for any T > 0, there exists ε(T ) > 0 such that
if the lp norm of the initial datum {αk} is smaller then ε(T ), then there exists a unique solution of (11) in [0, T ] in
an appropriate sense.
– (ii) Short-in-time well-posedness for small enough initial datum in l∞. More precisely if the l∞ norm of {αk} is
small enough then there exits a small time T (‖α‖l∞ , ‖α‖lp) such that a unique solution of (11) exists in [0, T ] in an
appropriate sense.
• For p = 2, global in time well-posedness with small assumption in l∞ for the initial datum. As it can be expected this
result follows from (ii) and the l2 conservation law.
The first smallness condition is rather natural due to the criticality of the problem and that the method of proof is per-
turbative. Also the fact that the potential 1/t is not bounded for t > 0 makes necessary to consider T < +∞. The second
smallness condition is less natural. It comes from the linear terms in (15) below. This difficulty already appears in the case
of the perturbation of one delta function and was addressed in [1] and [2]. In these papers the linear terms are not considered
as perturbative. Nevertheless, there is a price to be paid for it, namely the possible growth of the zero Fourier mode of the
perturbation (cf. section 6 in [2] and Appendix B in [1]). In this paper we consider another type of perturbation, a periodic
one, and this growth can not be possible due to the conservation law (7)-(8). The use of this conservation law in the linearized
system, cf. with (55) and (56) in [2] in the case of one delta, will require a delicate analysis that we postpone for the future.
Finally, although it is not clear that the above results extend to initial data in l∞ we are able to exhibit some particular
solutions that include the case of regular polygons for (1), see [13] and [8]. More precisely, if the initial condition is a constant
sequence, in other words αk = α for any k ∈ Z, then there exists an explicit solution to the problem. The result is given in
Proposition 1 that is proved in collaboration with V. Banica. The uniqueness of this solution is quite likely a very challenging
problem.
1.1 Connection with previous results
The well-posedness of 1D cubic NLS on the line and on the circle was firstly tackled respectively in [19] and [4] for L2 initial
data. A natural scaling for the equation is uλ(t, x) = λu(λ
2t, λx). Therefore the L2(R) setting is far from being scaling invariant,
and something similar happens in the periodic case if the independence of the time of existence on the size of the period is
2In Theorem 1 the result is stated for Bk(t/4) = Ã(1/t).
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included in the analysis. The first steps to go beyond the L2(R) theory were given in [20] in a functional setting constructed
adhoc using the well known Strichartz estimates. This approach was extended later on in [9] where well-posedness is studied in
the Fourier-Lebesque spaces that we denote by FLp. These are spaces of distributions whose Fourier transforms are bounded
in Lp(R). Therefore, they are invariant respect to translations in the phase space. Moreover FL∞ is also scaling invariant
and therefore critical. Local in time well-posedness, also including periodic boundary conditions using the Fourier coefficients
instead of the Fourier transform, was shown in [10] in the FLp space for 2 < p < +∞.
At the same time plenty of effort has been done to understand well-posedness in the setting of Sobolev spaces. In this case
the homogeneous space Ḣ−1/2 is critical. Many papers have been devoted to clarify what happens between L2 and Ḣ−1/2. In
particular, it has been shown ill-posedness, in the sense that a data to solution map which is uniformly continuous does not
exist in Hs with s < 0. Even more, an inflation phenomena concerning the growth of the Sobolev norms has been proved, see
[16]-[6]-[5]-[15]-[17]. Finally in [12] it has been shown well-posedness in Hs for s > −1/2. This result provides a weaker notion
of continuity for the data to solution map. Moreover, the connection with this result and the Fourier-Lebesgue spaces has been
recently done in [18].
In this paper, we are considering sums of Dirac’s deltas as initial datum. Note that a Dirac delta is critical for the Ḣ−1/2
and belongs to FL∞ space. This means that we are considering a critical regime.
As said before, in [3] the weighted spaces l2,s for s > 1/2 are used. The main reason is that they are very convenient to
obtain solutions of (1) from those of (3). Up to what extent solutions of (1) can be constructed using the ones obtained in this
paper seems to us a very challenging question that we propose to address in the future.
Acknowledgements. We want to thank V. Banica for very fruitful discussions and more concretely for her contribution
in Proposition 1. Marco Bravin is supported by ERC-2014-ADG project HADE Id. 669689 (European Research Council).
Luis Vega is supported by ERC-2014-ADG project HADE Id. 669689 (European Research Council), MINECO grant BERC
2018-2021, PGC2018-094522-B-I00 and SEV-2017-0718 (Spain).
2 Well-posedness results for initial datum in lp with p < +∞
To present the result we rewrite the equations in a fixed point framework. We start by introducing some notation.
Let us recall that NRk = {(j1, j2, j3) ∈ Z3 such that k = j1 − j2 − j3 and k2 − j21 + j22 − j23 6= 0}. Moreover, for any triple in
NRk, it holds m := k
2− j21 + j22 − j23 = 2(k− j1)(j1− j2). In particular the map (j1, j2, j3) → (k2− j21 + j22 − j23 , k− j1) := (m, z)
is a bijection between NRk and {(m, z) ∈ Z2 such that m 6= 0 and 2z divide m}. We finally denote by
r(m) = {z ∈ Z such that 2z divide m}. (13)




















where we denote Λm = |αk|2 − |αj1 |2 + |αj2 |2 − |αj3 |2. Let us introduce the new variable
Bk(t/4) = Ãk(1/t).


















Bk = αk. (14)


















|Rk + αk|2 − |αk|2
)
(Rk + αk) dτ. (15)
We show well-posedness of solutions for the system (15) via a fixed point argument. More precisely we introduce a map T
in (16) and we show that it is a contraction on some bounded subset of the Banach space Xsp . To introduce this space let us
start by defining the Banach spaces H̃s,p and Hsp.
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At an informal level, for a bounded interval I ⊂ R, the space Hsp(I) corresponds to a Fourier-Lebesque space for non periodic
functions. We say that f is an element of Hsp(I) if it admits an extension f̃ defined on a bigger interval Ie ⊃ I such that f̃ in
a Fourier-Lebesque-type space H̃s,p(Ie). Then, the Hsp norm is defined as the infimum of the H̃s,p norm over all the possible
extensions.
Let us recall that for p ∈ [1,+∞), s ∈ R and Π4 = R/4πZ the torus of size 4π, the Fourier-Lebesque space FLs,p(Π4) is












where f̂k denotes the k-th Fourier coefficient of f.
For ν ∈ N, let Iν = [πν, π(ν + 2)] and Ieν = [π(ν − 1), π(ν + 3)]. For s ∈ R+ and p ∈ [1,+∞), we denote by H̃s,p(Ieν ) the














where f̂k denotes the k-th Fourier coefficient of f̃ as a 4π-periodic function. Notice that the H̃
s,p space is isomorphic to the
Fourier-Lebesque space FLs,p(Π4) through the map that sends f̃ to its 4π periodic extension. For s = 0, we use the notation
L̃p(Ieν) instead of H̃
0,p(Ieν ).


















Let us notice that for s > 1/p the space H̃s,p(Ieν ) ⊂ C0(Π4). This implies that for elements f̃ of H̃s,p(Ieν ) with s > 1/p, it holds
f̃(π(ν − 1)) = f̃(π(ν + 3)). At the contrary a function in Hsp(Iν) for s > 1/p is continuous in Iν , it admits an extension in
C0(Π4) but it does not need to be 2π-periodic in the sense that in general f(πν) 6= f(π(ν + 2)).













For sequences {Rk}k∈Z of functions Rk : (0,+∞) → C, we introduce the norm
‖{Rk}k∈Z‖pXsp = supν≥0




and Xsp the space of sequences {Rk}k∈Z for which the norm ‖{Rk}k∈Z‖Xsp is bounded. In the following we use R to denote a
sequence {Rk}k∈Z to simplify the notation and we use subindexes to denote the elements of a sequence. Finally for any T > 0,
we define the space Xsp(T ) the space of sequences R of functions Rk : (T ; +∞) → C for which the norm
‖R‖Xsp(T ) = infR̃∈Xsp
R̃|(T,∞)=R
‖R̃‖Xsp
is bounded. Let us conclude this section with the main result.
Theorem 1. Let {αk}k∈Z ∈ lp an initial data for p ∈ (1,∞).
• (Large in time well-posedness) For any T > 0, there exists δ such that if ‖α‖lp < δ, then there exists a unique solution R
to (15) in Xsp(T ) for some s with max{1/p, 1− 1/p} < s < 1.
• (Short in time well-posedness) There exists δ > 0 such that if ‖α‖l∞ < δ, then for a big enough time T ≫ 1 there exists a
unique solution R to (15) in Xsp(T ) for some s with max{1/p, 1− 1/p} < s < 1.





p(T ) for some 1/2 < s < 1.
We postpone the proof to Section 3.
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2.1 Example of explicit solutions for special l∞ initial datum
Although we are not able to extend the previous results to the case p = ∞, there exist non-trivial solutions to the system (11)
with initial datum in l∞ \
⋃
p≥1 l
p. In particular we are able to exhibit an explicit solution in the case where the initial datum
is a constant sequence, in other words the αk = α 6= 0 for any k ∈ Z.
This observation has been made in collaboration with V. Banica who has kindly allowed us to include it in this article.
For consistency let us present the results in the B variables.
Proposition 1. Given α ∈ C, then there exists an explicit solution to (14) with initial datum αk = α for any k ∈ Z. Namely
the solution is










where r(m) is defined in (13).
We postpone the proof of this result in Section 4.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.
The proof is based on a fixed point argument in the space Xsp. Let η ∈ C∞(R) such that 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, η = 0 in an open
neighborhood of (−∞, 0], η(t) = 1 for t ≥ π. Moreover for N ∈ N we define ηN (t) = η(t − πN). We consider the map






















|Rk + αk|2 − |αk|2
)
(Rk + αk) dτ. (16)
We start by presenting some bounds of the map TηN . To do that we rewrite
(TηN (R))k = (TηN ,0(R))k + (TηN ,1(R))k + (TηN ,2(R))k














8π log 4ταj1 ᾱj2αj3 dτ.
The goal is to show that the map TηN is a contraction.
Lemma 1. Let 1 < p < +∞, let s > max{1/p, 1 − 1/p} and let N ≥ 0 be a natural number. Then the L̂p estimates are as


























Lemma 2. Let 1 < p < +∞, let s ∈ (max{1/p, 1− 1/p}, 1) and let N ≥ 0 be a natural number. Then the Ḣsp seminorm can be



























Proof of Theorem 1. The difficult parts of the proof are the estimates in the above lemmas. From Lemma 1 and 2, together
with the fact that TηN is identically zero in Iν for ν ≤ N − 1, we deduce that
sup
ν≥0
















which can be shortly rewritten as
‖TηN (R)‖Xsp ≤ C
(












for any natural number N ≥ 0. Similarly one has


















To show well-posedness is enough to define a complete metric space where the map TηN is a contraction.
• (Large in time well-posedness for small datum) To show large in time well-posedness for small initial datum we choose
N = 0 and we define the space CLt = {R ∈ Xsp such that ‖R‖Xsp ≤ ε̄}. The functional
Tη0 : CLt −→ CLt
is a contraction for {α}lp and ε̄ small enough.
• (Short in time well-posedness) To show short in time well-posedness we define the space CSt = {R ∈ Xsp such that
‖R‖Xsp ≤ 2C‖α‖3lp}. For {α}l∞ small enough, there exists N sufficiently large such that the functional
TηN : CSt −→ CSt
is a contraction.
Note that in the large in time well-posedness result R satisfy the equation only for t ≥ π. But by choosing from the beginning
η(x) = 1 for x ≥ δ > 0, we deduce the existence of solution in the interval [δ,+∞) for any fixed δ, due to the trivial bound
1/t ≤ δ−1.
Finally uniqueness follows from the fact that solutions are obtained by a Picard iteration process. In particular if η and η̄
are two cut-off such that η(t) = η̄(t) = 1 for t ≥ t∗ then n-th iterate associated with η and η̄ are equal for time t ≥ t∗.
Finally let us remark that the smallness in l∞ of the data in the short in time result is due to the term C‖α|2l∞‖R‖Xsp .
3.1 Proof of Lemma 1 and 2
In this subsection we prove the two main lemmas. Let start with Lemma 1.
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3.1.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. We divide the proof in three parts where we tackle the terms T0, T1 and T2 separately. In particular we show all the
details for the estimates of T0 and T1. In the last part we explain how to deduce the estimates for T2 from the one of T1.




























































8π log 4ταj1 ᾱj2αj3 dτ.
In the sequel it is useful to decompose the integral on (t,+∞) as the sum of integrals on Iµ. To do that let us introduce a
partition of unity {ψµ} on [π,+∞) defined as ψµ(t) = ηµ(t) − ηµ+1(t). It holds that 0 ≤ ψη ≤ 1, ψµ is smooth and supported





ψν+d = ην−1 − ην+1 = ην−1(1− ην+1).
Observe that ψeν is smooth, with uniformly bounded derivative, supported in I
e
ν , identically 1 in Iν and 0 ≤ ψeν ≤ 1 .
Let us recall that the L̂p norm in Iν is define as the infimum of the L̂
p norm in Ieν of all the possible extensions. In particular















where [.]̂h denotes the h-th Fourier coefficient. Let us compute [ψ
e
ν(T0(R))k ]̂h. First of all note that ηN (t) = 1 for t ≥ (N +1)π,






8π log 4tψeν , which satisfies ‖ψ̃eν‖H̃s,p ≤ C(1 + ‖α‖2l∞),

















































































































































|m| |αj1 ᾱj2αj3 | (1 + ‖α‖
2
l∞).
Then, taking 1/p+ 1/q = 1 and recalling that the number of elements of r(m) are less or equal to Cεm


































































































































































































































































where we choose ε < q − 1.
Let us consider the case ν ∈ {N,N + 1}. Notice that T0(R)(t) is zero for t ≤ πN . Then it is enough to multiply T0 by
(1 − ην+1) to extend T0 to a periodic function in Ieν for ν ∈ {N,N + 1}. While estimating the lp(L̂p) norm of T0 the only new
term is












8π log 4ταj1 ᾱj2αj3 dτ.
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|m| |αj1 ᾱj2αj3 | .



















































































|m| |αj1 ᾱj2αj3 | ,
which can be treated as before. This concludes the proof for the term T0 because we can argue as for ν > N + 1.
























































Let us denote the first term of the right hand side by (F (R))k. In the following we estimates only the term F (R). The estimate
















First of all, we note that ψeν(F (R))k is supported in the interval I
e
ν , so we can decompose (F (R))k as the sum of a time dependent






























































8π log 4τRj1 ᾱj2αj3 dτ. (19)









































8π log 4tψµ, which satisfies ‖ψ̃µ‖H̃s,p ≤ C(1 + ‖α‖2l∞),
with C independent of µ ≥ 0 and m.









































































































































































































































































where we recall that j1 = k − z for z ∈ r(m). Moreover in the last inequality we use the fact that for any function f ∈ Hsp(Iµ)
and ψ ∈ C∞c ((µπ, (µ + 2)π)) the function fψ(t) = f(t)ψ(t) in Iµ and fψ(t) = 0 in Ieµ \ Iµ satisfies
‖ψf‖H̃s,p(Ieµ) ≤ C‖ψ‖H̃s,p(Ieµ) inff̃∈H̃s,p(Ieν),
f̃ |Iν=f
‖f̃‖H̃s,p(Ieν ) = C‖ψ‖H̃s,p(Ieµ)‖f‖Hsp(Iµ), (20)
for s > 1− 1/p. Inequality (20) holds true because for any f̃ ∈ H̃s,p(Ieν ) such that f̃ |Iν = f , it holds f̃ψ = fψ. Moreover using
the fact that H̃s,p is an algebra for s > 1− 1/p, we have
‖ψf‖H̃s,p(Ieµ) = ‖ψf̃‖H̃s,p(Ieµ) ≤ C‖ψ‖H̃s,p(Ieµ)‖f̃‖H̃s,p(Ieµ).
Taking the infimum on both sides, we deduce (20).
The estimate for the second term of (19) follows then from the fact that ψeν is bounded in L̂
p(Ieν ) independently of ν.
Let us now treat the remaining terms of (19). In other words the once with µ ∈ [ν − 2, ν +2]. Without loss of generality we






















































[(ν + 1)ψ̃νRj1 ]̂lᾱj2αj3 .






























































































































〈m− l + h/2〉
) 〈l〉s










Note that in the last estimate we use Hölder’s inequality and the restriction to qs > 1 i.e. s > 1− 1/p and (20).
Let us now consider the case ν ∈ {N,N +1}. As before, we extend F (R) by (1−ην+1)F (R). Moreover we decompose Fk(R)






























































8π log 4τRj1 ᾱj2αj3 dτ.
From this point we can argue as for the case ν > N + 1.
Estimates of T2 The functional T2 is the sum of eight terms, six of them are quadratic in R and two are cubic. We will just














8π log 4τRj1R̄j2Rj3 dτ.
For ν > N + 1 we consider the extension ψeνG(R) in I
e
















First of all we note that ψeν(G(R))k is supported in the interval I
e
ν , so we can decompose G(R) as the sum of a time dependent





















































8π log 4τRj1R̄j2Rj3 . (21)































To estimate the above term we follow exactly the case i = 1. For the time dependent term w.l.o.g. we consider only the case





















































̂(ν + 1)ψ̃νRj1R̄j2Rj3 l.
From this point we can proceed as in the case i = 1.
For ν ∈ {N,N + 1}, it is enough to extend G(R) by (1− ην+1)G(R) and follow the estimates for ν > N + 1.
3.1.2 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof of Lemma 2. As before we divide the proof in three parts. In particular we present all the details for the terms T0 and
T1. Then we explain how to deduce the estimates of T2 following the ideas used for T1.
Estimates for T0 We start by recalling some useful tools that has been already introduced in the poof of Lemma 1. Let {ψµ}






ψν+d = ην−1 − ην+1 = ην−1(1− ην+1),
which is a set of smooth cut-off functions supported in the interior of Ieν , identically 1 in Iν , with uniformly bounded derivative
and 0 ≤ ψeν ≤ 1.
































Let us compute the Fourier coefficients. First of all note that
∂t(ψ
e
ν(T0(R))k) = (ψeν)′(T0(R))k + ψeν(T0(R))′k.
For the term (ψeν)












































































































































































Note that the last inequality holds true only if we consider s < 1.
For ν ∈ {N,N+1}, as in Lemma 1 we extend T0 by (1−ην+1)T0. For these terms the estimates follow easily as for ν > N+1.
Estimates T1 As before, we restrict only to the term F which is the first element of the right hand side of (18). For ν > N+1,



































Let us compute the Fourier coefficients. We use Leibnitz’s rule as before and we use (19) instead of (17). Let now rewrite
ψeν(F (R))
′




























































































































































































































‖(ν + 1)R‖plp(Z;Hsp(Iν)) suph 6=0
1
|h|(1−s)p−ε ,
the desired estimates hold for s ∈ (0, 1).
For ν ∈ {N,N + 1}, as in Lemma 1 we extend F by (1− ην+1)T0 and the estimates follow easily as for ν > N + 1.
Estimates of T2 As before let us restrict to the estimates of the cubic term G. For ν > N + 1, to estimate the lp(Ḣsp)

































Let us compute the Fourier coefficients of ∂t(ψ
e











For the term (ψeν)























































































The estimates then follow straight-forward as in the case i = 1.
Finally for the case ν ∈ {N,N + 1}. We extend G(R) by (1 − ην+1)G(R) and we argue as in the case ν > N + 1.
4 Proof of Proposition 1



















We are looking for explicit solutions in the case the initial datum αk = α for any k ∈ Z. First of all notice that Λm = 0 and let


























































































rm = 2Card {j ∈ Z, j|m},
we know that
rm . logm,










B̃ ∈ l∞ν L2(ν, ν + 1) ∩ lpνḢs(ν, ν + 1).
for all
1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ s < 1
2
, (1 + s)p > 1.
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